THE UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE OF AD AGENCY LEMIEUX BÉDARD’S
NEWEST VP, HEALTH
Lemieux Bédard has welcomed a new Vice
President, Health, but he’s no stranger
to the agency. David Churchill has a long
history as a client to the Sherbrooke,
Québec-based healthcare marketing group.
So, when he started to think about life as
an ad man, Churchill says Lemieux Bédard
was the natural choice: “I don’t think I would
have made the move to any other agency.”
Churchill first partnered with Lemieux Bédard
as a client back in 2006 while working at
Amgen Canada. While at first the full-service
agency provided translation services for
Churchill, he later commissioned them to
provide healthcare marketing on his business.
“I knew the company was big enough to deliver
on what I needed,” Churchill says. “And I also
knew they were small enough that there would
be a personalized touch to it.”

Churchill says they did not disappoint: from
that very first project to the last one he
commissioned as a client. With other agencies,
he was used to getting adaptations from Global
work, or occasionally half-baked, theoretical
ideas. “With Lemieux Bédard,” he recounts,
“They would create a mock-up and put it in my
hands. It may not have been perfect, but it was
tangible. I could see it. And I would say, ‘Yes! I
know what we can do with this.’”
Not ready to leave his “premier vendor,” he
brought Lemieux Bédard to Baxter Canada
when he moved there in 2014 to take on a
Director of Marketing role.

Now, more than a decade since that first
relationship was forged, both Amgen Canada
and Baxter Canada remain clients to Lemieux
Bédard – even without Churchill’s ongoing
influence.

With his unique perspective having worked
on both the client side and now the agency
side, Churchill has gotten a peek behind the
curtain, so to speak. “As a client, Lemieux
Bédard always made me feel like the success
of my brand was as important to them as it was
to me,” he says. “As an employee, nothing has
changed. We really do care about our clients’
business as much as our clients do.”

While Lemieux Bédard may have had heart
from the get-go, the brains it’s been building in
its 25-year history now has a secret weapon:
someone who spent the last two decades
facing the same challenges their clients now
face – from budget constraints to crossfunctionality pressures to corporate red tape.
“I understand their reality, so I can help the
agency see these things and then offer
solutions,” he says. Churchill adds that having
worked in sales early in his career gives him
a real-world grasp on the utility of what the
agency creates: “Now, we can see our tools
through the eyes of a rep and clearly envision
how they’re going to be able to implement
them in front of their customers.”

As for the personal shift to agency life, Churchill
says there’s no question it’s been a change of
pace. “I definitely have a better appreciation
for what it takes to deliver what’s needed for
customers. It doesn’t just magically happen
on its own,” he laughs. “It takes a coordinated
effort to make sure projects are done on time
and to the quality clients expect and deserve.
And I’m impressed every day by the work the
team does.”
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